Beat: News

Weapon theft at the international airport in albania
10milion euros is loss
chicago, 11.04.2019, 00:43 Time
USPA NEWS - A robbery with an armed group at the international airport in Tirana has shown that security in the country is at
its lowest.
robberies have broken the perimeter of the jet by using a disguised tool as a state tax bulletin and under the threat of
Kalashnikovs in the eyes of the travelers who had sailed on the plane of the Austrian Airlines line abducted with a currency of
up to 10 million euros.
A robbery with an armed group at the international airport in Tirana has shown that security in the country is at its lowest.
robberies have broken the perimeter of the jet by using a disguised tool as a state tax bulletin and under the threat of
Kalashnikovs in the eyes of the travelers who had sailed on the plane of the Austrian Airlines line abducted with a currency of
up to 10 million euros.
Police have recently been notified of the duty to guard the outside perimeter that is being pursued by the abusers and in the
swap of fire the leader of the robberies has remained dead, while the police say it has not hit it or the group itself to lose track .
The killer was a person who had robbed banks in Albania at least three times and escaped from a Greek prison.24 hours later
the defense ministry has taken over the conservation of the perimeter outside the airport while the police have taken custody
and control of the airport inside.
Countless accusations of accused persons are covered by the accused single, a Chinese company with physical security with
a fictitious contract that did not exactly predict what it should do and what state police did.

Article online:
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